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SAS is a global leader in business analytics software and services. The
company is known for its innovative solutions as well as its unique
culture, with a headquarters that provides an amazing balance of work,
play, art, science, camaraderie and healthy living.
In the same way that SAS helps customers make intelligent decisions for
strategic success, SAS embraces new video technologies to keep its
workforce working smarter. They engaged Whitlock more than a decade
ago to assist as an advisor and integrator of choice for video
collaboration solutions.
As part of a team of specialists, Whitlock has delivered collaboration
technologies, standards and support in SAS locations including NC, CA,
NY and TX. With its tagline “The Power to Know” Whitlock helps SAS
with the power to share and work together from any location.
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Meeting spaces are rampant
throughout the SAS campus,
from huddle spaces to meeting
rooms of all sizes. The
company culture and its
revenues thrive off of
collaboration across offices
worldwide. SAS teams prefer
to keep their meeting areas
flexible to match the changing
needs of its workforce who
may want to map out a new
product launch, or simply
present plans and goals.
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Whitlock assisted with larger
meeting areas, such as this
auditorium at SAS. The
company’s HQ has multiple
buildings across campus, with
huddle areas and auditoriums
that have been integrated by
Whitlock. The SAS team uses
these spaces for HR training,
streaming meetings and
collaborating across business
units.
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Collaboration and
communication also happens
in the halls and lobbies at SAS.
Nestled amongst their highend local artwork and wellstocked break areas are large
displays with messaging from
HR, executives, line of
business leaders and
company-wide hot news.

Want to learn more about our work
for SAS, or how Whitlock delivers
global services and support?
Reach out.

